Discovery, Mechanism, and Application of Antigalvanic Reaction.
Among many outstanding findings associated with the quantum size effect, one of the most exciting is the discovery of the antigalvanic reaction (AGR), which is the opposite of the classic galvanic reaction (GR) that has a history of nearly 240 years. The GR, named after Italian scientist Luigi Galvani, involves the spontaneous reduction of a noble-metal cation by a less noble metal in solution driven by the difference in electrochemical potentials. Classic galvanic reduction has been widely applied and has recently received particular interest in nanoscience and nanotechnology. However, the opposite of GR, that is, reduction of metal ions by less reactive (or more noble) metals, has long been regarded as a virtual impossibility until the recent surprising findings regarding atomically precise ultrasmall metal nanoparticles (nanoclusters), which bridge the gap between metal atoms (complexes) and metal nanocrystals and provide opportunities for novel scientific findings due to their well-defined compositions and structures. The AGR is significant not only because it is the opposite of the classic galvanic theory but also because it opens extensive applications in a large range of fields, such as sensing and tuning the compositions, structures, and properties of nanostructures that are otherwise difficult to obtain. Starting with the proposal of the general AGR concept in 2012 by Wu, a new era began, in which AGR received widespread attention and was extensively studied. After years of effort, great advances have been achieved in the research on AGR, which will be reviewed below. In this Account, we first provide a short introduction to the AGR concept and then discuss the driving force of the AGR together with the effecting factors, including the ligand, particle size, solvent, metal ion precursor, and ion dose. Subsequently, the application of the AGR in engineering atomically precise alloy (bimetallic and trimetallic) and monometallic nanoclusters is described, and tuning the properties of the parent nanoclusters is also included. In particular, four alloying modes (namely, (i) addition, (ii) replacement, (iii) replacement and structural transformation, and (iv) nonreplacement and structural transformation) associated with the AGR are discussed. After that, the applications of the AGR in metal ion sensing and antioxidation are reviewed. Finally, future prospects are discussed, and some challenging issues are presented at the end of this Account. It is expected that this Account will stimulate more scientific and technological interests in the AGR, and exciting progress in the understanding and application of the AGR will be made in the coming years.